DATA FOR FY2020:

- **1,325** Cooperative Contracts
- **119** Public entities using the Division’s eProcurement site
- **11,705** Visits to the Division of Purchasing’s downloadable templates
- **$751,653,096.25** Total spent on cooperative contracts
- **98,429** Visits to purchasing’s cooperative contract page
- **180** Average number of participants at quarterly trainings
- **749** Cooperative contract vendors listing their main address as a Utah address
- **64.9** Average number of public entities that purchase from each contract
- **508** Public entities purchasing from cooperative contracts
- **11,636** “For agencies” section visits to the Division of Purchasing’s website
- **28%** Growth in cooperative contract spend
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https://purchasing.utah.gov/
https://statecontracts.utah.gov/Home/Search